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THE HEAT IS ON. It certainly is as I write this, it’s the end of September but
I’m still in shorts and T-shirt. Here in the UK we’ve enjoyed an eight-week
spell of sunshine – simply fabulous! And yet change is in the air; the sun
might not have given in but the flora has had enough, it’s moved on,
arranging yellows, reds, golds and browns in stunning arrays. Autumn is
on its way, if seemingly a little reluctantly.
That sense of change never seems to end, it is the way of life. In this issue
we’re already looking back at the 2016 enduro world championship, and for
what was a year of big change it’s as nothing as to what will come in 2017.
We look back, too, at the 2016 Welsh Two Day Enduro, as we experienced
it – with all the ups and downs as all clubmen experience most weekends.
Incidentally, we’ve accompanying videos (professionally made) to go with
the W2D story, so do check them out at our YouTube Rust Sports channel.
An adventure riding friend of ours, Chris Stephens, meanwhile has found
his way onto the Road of Bones in Siberia, a trail that exists only on account
of the ambitions one of history’s sternest, cruelest regimes. And there in the
adventure sector, too, change is a-coming. With the autumn-winter
motorcycle show season fast approaching, the expectation is this is the
year we’ll see some very exciting new arrivals in the sector – KTM are
expected to reveal an 800cc twin-cylinder adventure bike, BMW quite
possibly will spring us a lightweight-adventure machine based on their new
G310 platform, Yamaha are understood to have a 700cc twin-cylinder
Ténéré pending and could Honda surprise everyone with a CRF450L to fill
the gap between their hugely successful CRF250L and CRF1000L? By the

way, let’s not mistake a CRF450L with the CRF450RX Honda have just
launched – an all-new enduro (minus lights and street-homologation).
And hey, what’s with the Honda X-ADV scooter? Gotta love inventive
thinking like that!
Yep, the only constant is change. If it’s all too much, well, take
some time to sit down and have a good read on us. This issue is
coming with more pages than ever. (Note to self – write less.)
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1. Diary of Antonio Cairoli:
Sunday 25 September 2016
Dear Diary: Not a bad day today.
Raced at the Motocross of Nations
(again!!!). Took two runner-ups,
not bad given my year so far (as
you well know). Could just about
cope with Romain beating me, but
Jeffrey – I don’t know, jeez that
kind of left me pissed, and he’s
going to be, like, my team mate
next year. A fast little punk, that’s
for sure. Might need to play some
mind games. Or retire. Still, a nice
day, good to see such a big crowd
for my home venue. Bit short of
talent in Team Italy, though – have
we really run that short of riders?
Forza bloody Italia indeed.
Anyway, gotta go, sounds, and
smells, like Jill’s trashing the
kitchen again, LOL…
Pic: Ray Archer, KTM
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2. Diary of Dougie Lampkin: Sunday 25 September 2016
Dear Diary: Sonovabitch… Wheelie around the TT course – how hard can it
be? Bloody-bloody-bloody hard – hey Dave Taylor: chapeau my friend, chapeau.
I’m not doing that again, is it the physical agony, or the mental torture? And next
time Jake says, ‘all day it’s sun’ I’m going to kick him in the bollo..s. Sun, my
arse. Nothing like rain when you’re wearing a bum-freezer of a leather blouson
jacket (that’s Jake again…!). And heck, goggles would have been a good idea,
next time goggles. Next time? What am I saying, no, there is no next time. Still,
the pie and mash at the Thirsty Pigeon never tasted so good. So tired now. Bed
beckons – walking the whippets will have to wait until the morning. Night x
Pic: Getty Images, Red Bull Content Pool
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3. Diary of Tony White:
Sunday 25 September 2016
Dear Diary: What a mint day.
Rode the Timber Woods Long
Distance Trial. Took the KTM
500EXC – short of a BMW 1200
GS it seemed one of the sillier
bikes to take. Stupidly, it was
actually alright and but for a
couple of stalls – it doesn’t like
the super-tight – I might have
come away with something by
way of an award! Hey ho.
Cracking day’s ride though; felt
like the last day of summer; there
were still leaves in the trees, but
they’re turning gold and brown
and starting to fall – looked great
in the low afternoon sun, gotta
love Kent. Note to self – take the
Red Bull sticker off the mudguard,
Tim and Andy kept saying ‘ay-up,
here comes Tony Bloody Cairoli!’
Pic: JB
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EWC became EnduroGP for 2016, and with the resurrection
of the scratch class (EnduroGP) there was a new focus to
the championship. New focus, new names and now new
champions. But don’t think it ends here – there’s more
change a-coming as our world championship
correspondent Georgia Wells explains…
Words: Georgia Wells
Pics: Rick Wells / KTM / Husqvarna / Future7Media / D. Agrati / Sherco

“BLINK AND YOU’LL MISS IT!” That was the
general theme of the 2016 EnduroGP season.
It’s hard to believe that another year of
action-packed racing is done, and soon to
be consigned to the history books.
Since that fateful mid-season meeting last
year, many paddock people felt considerably
trepidatious about what 2016 would bring.
A whole new class being introduced was
thought by most of the old-school paddock
contingent to bring too much upheaval. But a
good deal of the uncertainty was due to the
way in which the promoter and the governing
body presented their idea: “This is what you’ll
make do with in 2016 – until we bring on our
really big final plan for 2017!” Despite various
murmurings, no-one really knew what the hell
was going on.
As the first race rolled around it was
beginning to dawn on everyone that these new
changes were not only perfectly acceptable,
but actually quite exciting. Title contender

phillips
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Mathias Bellino was one of the first to
enthusiastically speak in favour of an outright
champion title: “This means that we are not
just aiming for a class win, but also an overall
win! It means we can really be THE BEST in
the world!” Some of the riders who have been
around the paddock for years were less
positive; Beta Boano’s Luis Correia,
downtrodden by a debilitating knee injury,
reasoned: “I could do quite well in my own
class – even with my injury – but if I end up
outside of the top 15 in the EnduroGP class,
no sponsor or team will be interested in me…”
A fair point, but as two of the best national
enduro championships (the Spanish and Italian
series) have enthrallingly close ‘Scratch’
classes, the feeling was more relaxed among
the majority of front runners once they got
stuck into the season. A possible flaw was
bandied about – would one capacity class
dominate over the others? Some thought that
the ‘tiny’ E1 and ‘beefy’ E3 classes might

ZERO REST
The calendar meant two things; absolutely
zero rest for the wicked, meaning everyone
had to stay focused and fit, and it also meant
hard luck for anyone taking a hard knock, such
as former Junior champion Jamie McCanney.

d.mccanney
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struggle against the ‘all rounder’ E2 class.
But by the end of the season it was very clear
that this EnduroGP class would prove to be a
level playing field given the strengths and
weaknesses of all sizes.
2016 also brought the most punishing
schedule anyone had ever experienced, with
seven out of the eight rounds being crammed
into just three months. From the shambolic
opening round in Morocco in April, it was rush
back across the Gibraltar Strait to jump into
the rain and mud of Portugal, before a
disappointingly wet Greek round, then a
chilly mid-summer double header in the
perpetual daylight of the notoriously
destructive Scandinavia. In early July it was
time to pop over to the Basque country for a
thankfully warm Spanish round, and before
you could take a breath it was on to the
sheer beauty of Italy’s Marche region.
The seven-week summer break came not
a moment too soon, with everyone from
journos and cameramen to riders, mechanics,
and team-managers all completely frazzled
by the non-stop nature of 2016. But the
French finale was well worth the wait,
providing a spectacular end to the year –
more of that later!

nambotin
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watson
The young Brit was set for an extremely
promising season on his new Yamaha
WR250F but a freak accident at the training
area in Greece meant he missed out on the
bulk of the season and any hope of
challenging for a decent position. Similar
issues were faced by the brave privateers who
put their life-savings into running in the world
championship – if you were injured in the first
half of the season, you might as well sit out the
rest and wait for 2017! But the plus side of this
relentless schedule was that the riders were
tested to their limits, they had to adapt quickly
to everything that was thrown at them from
tight and rocky forests in Finland, to fast and
flowing fields in Italy. There was simply no time
to take stock – either you were all in, or you
would fall by the wayside.
The non-stop nature of 2016 also meant
an ‘in at the deep end’ start for this year’s top
rookies (Farioli KTM’s) Taylor Robert and
Nathan Watson. For Robert the mud and
torrential rain experienced throughout the
season was a far cry from the deserts of his
native Arizona, but that didn’t stop him from

Pic: Rick Wells
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bringing some fresh moves to world enduro.
The lines he took and some of the obstacles
he cleared brought a whole new style to the
championship. With his EnduroCross
(arena-racing) background Robert danced
over rock gardens and flew over the logs
found in the Super Test (prologue) and Xtreme
tests in completely understated fashion.
But try as he might, the American was going
to be overshadowed by his young team-mate;
Watson was beyond impressive in his debut
year of enduro.
A sneak preview of Watson’s incredible form
was witnessed when he took the outright win
at his first race of the year, the Italian Enduro
Championship. Could this young motocrosser
with his mop of blonde curls really adapt not
only to the demands of the Enduro and Xtreme
tests but also to the art of keeping to a tight
time schedule? Watson consistently answered
any doubters with better and better results,
and even managed to pull himself out of a
mid-season slump to take the E1 title right
down to the wire with reigning champion,
Eero Remes. Watson may seem like the most
laidback, smiley and carefree member of the
paddock but there’s a clear and calculating
determination, and skill, behind that grin –
and a fire which earned him the ‘Rookie of
the Year’ award.
KTM vs THE REST
In his latest editorial, RUST editor JB spoke
about the manufacturer divide which became
one of the biggest talking points of the year,

SCRATCH-OVERALL-ENDUROGP
Did you know…

remes

It’s an odd thing when an old idea gets
dusted down, polished, given a schlock
of political spin and presented as new.
The concept of an outright winner isn’t
new to enduro at all. We see an outright
winner of the ISDE named each year,
and most national championships have
long-recognised an outright victor, while
in fact the enduro world championship
recognised such an honour for seven
seasons between 1998 and 2004. That
was a prestigious crown that Finn Juha
Salminen made his own, holding it down
for five consecutive years (maybe that’s
why it was abandoned!?).
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and it was fascinating viewing as race-by-race
KTM failed to pull in the big results. There
was nothing obvious that the usually dominant
Fabio Farioli-led works KTM squad seemed to
get wrong this year, with limited bike issues
and a stellar line-up of old and new riders.
And while you could argue that Nambotin’s
absence due to injury and Cervantes below
par results due to personal problems really
impacted on the points tally, the bottom line
is the other brands have purely upped their
game. After all, this is how it should work;
one manufacturer is dominant and seems
untouchable, the other brands play catch up,
they pour time and resources into development, they sign top name riders, they plot
and plan and watch and learn. There was
something undeniably exciting about seeing
the success of smaller brands in 2016, and it
certainly created a good deal of tension and
the odd tantrum in the paddock. Hats off to
Beta, TM, and Sherco, as well as Japanese
giants Honda. Next year, with Yamaha also
looking stronger by the day, it will be
enthralling to see if this ‘underdog uprising’
continues, or will the orange squad pull out
all the stops and head back to the top step?

aubert

BRITS ON TOP
The 2016 season witnessed a welcome ‘purple
patch’ for the UK. While most were aware that
the Brits have been on the charge for a few
years now (with the arrival of the McCanney
brothers and Jane Daniels), this season
marked a turning point with Steve Holcombe
destroying the competition in E3 as well as
battling for the EnduroGP crown.
Daniels took her first ever victories in EW

sealey

cervantes

YOUNG GUNS
This season also highlighted, more than ever,
that our champions are getting younger. In the
past the majority of riders peaked in their early
30s, but now the trend (as in many other bike

cervantes

and kept Spanish superwoman Laia Sanz
extremely worried right up until the final round
of the year. Jack Edmondson meanwhile
followed in the footsteps of his legendary
father Paul and took a simply stunning title in
the Youth Cup. His incredibly smooth yet
speedy style will take him far as he progresses
through the ranks. As well, fellow Brit Lee
Sealey came close to securing second place
in the Youth title race, only missing out during
the final weekend of racing. The aforementioned Watson wowed everyone. And Danny
McCanney completed the year third in E1.
We should also debunk the theory that
this 2016 British success was due to the
appallingly bad weather suffered throughout
year, because, while on paper you could
assume that a wash-out weekend would favour
those hailing from a muddy and sodden UK,
the talent pool is now so brim-full that even a
dry and sunny season would have seen very
similar results (Holcombe and Edmondson
both topped the box in the heat of the Italian
GP). Just as Sweden and Finland went
through a phase of churning out title winners,
each enduro-keen country seems to have their
time in the limelight, and this year ringing out
more frequently than even La Marseillaise, we
have heard God Save The Queen.

daniles
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phillips & wells

sanz

In the background with the pink hat on....

holcombe & watson

sports) is for riders to have their act together
from their late teens onwards. At the prizegiving ceremony in France, Eero Remes at 30
was the oldest champion on the stage. And is
it not somewhat frightening that a rider as
complete and as sublimely quick as Steve
Holcombe was born in 1994?!
Aussie superstar Matt Phillips seemed
surprised with his own quick success: “I’m not
sure how I’ve managed to get four world titles
already!” The stat is impressive for anyone
who has only been on the world scene since
2013, especially as he has taken titles on
three different bikes (Husky, KTM, Sherco),
but even more so when you realise that
Phillips is just 23.
However, this crop of exciting young talent
didn’t make it any easier to say goodbye to
one of the legends of the sport. After a troubled
season in which his dad was fighting cancer,
Ivan Cervantes decided to retire from enduro
in order to focus on his family and continue his
Dakar success. Everyone who has been lucky
enough to meet Ivan will know just what a true
gentleman he is; as well as being one of the
most fascinating riders to watch. ‘El Torito’
gave an emotional speech at the final
ceremony in France, which left many
members of the audience in tears.
A ROARING SUCCESS, BUT…
If you had any doubts that the first season
of the EnduroGP format had been a roaring
success, the fabulous French finale in Cahors
answered any naysayers emphatically. The
last race of the year had a dash of everything:
exciting racing, an incredible atmosphere,
sizzling temperatures, and plenty of extra

sanz
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entertainment (trials stunt riders, cheerleaders,
live bands, DJ sets, fireworks).
Even the increased security imposed across
France, which meant body scanners, bag
checks, parking restrictions and a ‘secretly
located’ podium failed to dampen the party and
the French fans turned out in their droves
bringing with them their usual paraphernalia of
chainsaws, airhorns, tricolour wigs, blow-up
dolls, banners, flags, and megaphones. It was
a far cry from the season opener where a wary
paddock contingent were unsure of the new
format, and trying to get their heads around the
Moroccan chaos. But the proof of the pudding
– that the promoters, riders, manufacturers
and sponsors had put together a championship

MAN WITH A VAN
Antoine Basset
For many years now the focus has
been on the professionalisation of
the world championship paddock.
Big-buck big-truck teams have been
favoured over the tradition of the
amateur racer. But in 2016 one man
showed the days of the privateer may
not be over yet: Frenchman Antoine
Basset showed up in Morocco with
just a small van, a KTM 300EXC,
and a ton of determination.
The 29 year old has long been a
top-10 runner in world enduro, but
the former Armee de Terre rider was

left without a team for 2016. He knew
he was capable of top results, and so
he proceeded to contest the whole
season running out of his van; often
sleeping in a tent, and with just a
friend or family member to help him
with mechanic duties and servicing.
While almost no one in EnduroGP is
living a luxury lifestyle, Basset’s
set-up was about as far from ‘factory’
as can be perceived. No hotels, no
team catering and hospitality, no one
to prepare the bike and paperwork.
Basset took an astounding 10
podiums out of a possible 16 – in fact
more than any works-KTM rider save
for Nathan Watson – and missed out

bellino
basset

on third in the E3 championship by
just four points. In a time where the
entire paddock is scaling down, and
factory teams are reducing their
number of riders, privateers such as
Basset are proving that if you have a
couple of sponsors and lashings of
determination, you can make an
impact on the standings. Series
promoters ABC Communications
chose to reward Basset by creating a
‘Privateer of the Year’ trophy. As he
took to the stage to collect his award,
Basset received a standing ovation
and as the applause refused to stop,
there was a tear in the eye of the
usually well-composed Frenchman.
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garcia

sherco
(obviously...)

edmondson x 3

that really worked – was in the results: five
brands battled it out all year long, all but two of
the titles came down to the final round, and
there were three different capacity bikes at the
head of EnduroGP.
But just as you finally thought everything was
fine and dandy, it’s time for another change.
The old adage “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”
doesn’t seem to apply to enduro and despite
the current format having more interest from
riders, and a plethora of countries keen to host
an event, for 2017 it’s all-change once again.
The hugely successful EnduroGP class will
no longer be a ‘scratch’ or overall class, but
simply the category where anyone on a
machine over 250cc will ride. Alongside the
EnduroGP class there will be the Enduro2
class – not to be confused with the now
defunct E2 175-250cc two-stroke and 290450cc four-stroke class – for anyone riding a
bike smaller than 250cc. Are you following?
Thankfully the FIM have left the EJ, EY,
and EW classes untouched for 2017. After
three lots of rebranding in recent years (we’ve
gone from WEC to EWC to EnduroGP) and
two rounds of format change in the last two
years, you have to wonder what this latest
mix up will do to a championship that is trying
hard to get back on track.
Next year’s calendar will also contain new
race formats including one endurance, one
GNCC, and one sprint. It’s looking like the
series we know and love will change beyond
all recognition.
But for now, let’s keep our fingers crossed
for the future and celebrate the amazing
champions and the rip-roaring success that
was 2016!
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2016 ENDUROGP
CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS

redondi

ENDUROGP
1 Matt Phillips (AUS, Sherco) 222
2 Mathias Bellino (FR, Husqvarna) 203
3 Steve Holcombe (GB, Beta) 202
E1
1 Eero Remes (FIN, TM) 284
2 Nathan Watson (GB, KTM) 275
3 Danny McCanney (IoM/GB, Husqvarna) 192
E2
1 Matt Phillips (AUS, Sherco) 262
2 Mathias Bellino (FR, Husqvarna) 249
3 Loic Larrieu (FR, Yamaha) 230
E3
1 Steve Holcombe (GB, Beta) 284
2 Johnny Aubert (FR, Beta) 242
3 Manuel Monni (IT, TM) 225
EJ
1 Giacomo Redondi (IT, Honda) 317
2 Albin Elowson (SE, Husqvarna) 224
3 Josep Garcia (ES, Husqvarna) 192

salvini

EY
1 Jack Edmondson (GB, KTM) 255
2 Valerian Debaud (FR, Yamaha) 163
3 Lee Sealey (GB, Yamaha) 160
EW
1 Laia Sanz (ES, KTM) 144
2 Maria Franke (DE, KTM) 137
3 Jane Daniels (GB, Husqvarna) 135

Dispatches

Words: Adam Winston

A bunch of trail riders in Yorkshire have understood that the
way to gain respect is to show respect. Through helping their
community they’re showing regard for their environment and
showing dirt bikers are caring people too…
AFTER THE SUCCESS of the 2015 West Yorkshire Lane Riders January
Charity Ride for the Yorkshire Air Ambulance, where we had 60 bikes out
on the lanes and raised £3200, for 2016 we decided to move the ride to a
date that was likely to generate more interest. Bigger and better was our
aim this time so we moved it to coincide with the National Air Ambulance
Week in late September.

Our aim was to get 100+ riders on the lanes and raise both awareness
and funds for Yorkshire Air Ambulance. Our initial target was £5000, which
represented a good increase on 2015.
With an event of this size, we had to plan much more detail than the
previous year. We decided to do the same route as it is 100% legal and is
manageable with the numbers we were hoping to attract, offering a 75-mile
route, with 65% being on the trails.
We had been in touch with the North Yorkshire Police, Highways
Authorities, Yorkshire Dales National Park Authorities, as well as the
local communities, the local press and personally going into the local
communities/businesses to advise them of the forthcoming ride.
The day itself didn’t start too well. We had heavy rain so from the 176
people planning to attend 118 turned up – at the time a disappointment,

GIVING – NOT TAKING

Dispatches
Every objective we set ourselves, we achieved and we’re now left
wondering how we can better this for next year.
We’re on Just Giving in case anyone would like to still donate
https://www.justgiving.com/teams/WYLR2016 Note that not all monies are
showing yet on this, but will be in a few days.
As mentioned, one of our aims was also to raise awareness, both for the
Yorkshire Air Ambulance and for the good that trail riders can do. We’ve
certainly done that – and in particular would like to thank Made in Leeds
TV for following and featuring our story over three episodes – it’s been a
fantastic way to show that we’re responsible caring members of the
community, too.

however, we had managed to achieve one of our objectives of getting over
100 bikes out on the lanes. This potentially could have impacted the
projected fund raising figure, however, the generosity of those that did turn
up was something to be admired. Instead of donating the expected £10,
a significant amount kept putting in £20 notes into the collection bucket.
Only at the end of the day would we know our total figure collected.
On the ride itself, we had a sweep for anyone who got in trouble, and
surprisingly, we only had three bikes to pick up. Apart from one injury
(which ironically needed some hospital treatment – but he’s okay), everyone
got back safe and sound.
The weather picked up and we finished in bright sunshine, with everyone
‘buzzing’ about the event.
Most importantly we smashed our original target of £5000, the West
Yorkshire Lane Riders and the wider trail riding community raising a
whopping £13,000, with more monies still to come in.

GIVING – NOT TAKING

Long Termers

Words: JB & WM
Images: Josh Snowden & JB

Bikes prepped – just in time – JB & Warren
head to Llandrindod Wells to take part in one
of the world’s oldest classic enduros…
10 STEPS TO GLORY ( just kidding…)
1: EVENT STRATEGY
JB: I should start by explaining my strategy. You see, I’m old
enough and slow enough to need one. There was a time, long
ago, (when road racing) when I would push the limit, and go over
it, I would take the hit. But I’ve waved those years off, now I just
want to preserve my health as best as I can so I can ride for as
long as I can. Old guys understand this – young guys retort
‘if you ain’t on the edge you’re taking up too much space’. They
need to stop slugging the ‘energy’ drinks and get an education…
So going into the Welsh I had to take into account I haven’t
ridden a competitive enduro in literally years (it’s all play-riding
or testing), and that most of my riding these days is in fact on
1200s rather than 200s. So I’m not exactly match-fit. In fact, my
fitness is barely average. I’m lucky I’m not carrying too much
weight (90kg), and despite once-a-week gym visits (now ended
after two years) I’m definitely lacking in strength. I have some
endurance though, which seems to come more from mindset
than conditioning (mindset being something you can practice
from the comfort of your own sofa).
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WM: I’m not quite at the level of self-recognition
as JB. I still think I have some pace left in me
and with the right amount of training, prep and
nutrition I could produce a result. So suffice to
say that my competitive nature almost always
overwhelms any sense of reason or admission
that by the time we reach Christmas this year
I’ll have crossed the half-century mark.
Don’t get me wrong, I feel the niggling aches
and pains, I have to work twice as hard to
maintain my waist line and have resigned
myself in the gym to the fact that it’s okay to be
upstaged by almost all the fresh faced young
things who with condescending smiles are
silently conveying “don’t worry you’re doing
great – for your age”.
JB: My one strength – and it’s not that
impressive – when it comes to enduro is my
brain. I make sure I apply it as much as possible.
For instance, knowing the Welsh was two long
days I knew my first priority was to conserve my
energies – no point in attacking the course all
gung-ho on a slack check. Even on a tight check
I figured I might need to sacrifice the odd lost
minute rather than risk burnout (but I hoped it
wouldn’t come to that). I also knew it was
imperative to sustain my energy, eight hours
of riding will burn probably 4000-5000 calories
(that’s at my pace, faster riders will probably
burn more), so that means eating way more than
your regular daily intake of around 2500 calories.
And it’s important to stay hydrated. Dehydration
saps energy, resulting in loss of concentration
and can lead to unnecessary crashes.
And whatever deficit is left over (in terms of
competitiveness) I figured I’d make up for with
technique. I’m by no means a good rider, but if
you’ve ridden as many years as I have you’ll
have learned the odd trick along the way, have

Long Termers
some notion of a good line from a bad one.
Again applying all this knowledge can substitute
to some degree for lack of outright ability, speed
and match fitness.
WM: Being mostly vegetarian (Pescetarian
actually as I do eat fish occasionally) it was vitally
important to pay attention to nutrition and this
forms a big part of my daily life and training.
I am pretty organised at home and have a good
regime going so when I asked JB about the
catering /lodging he informed me that we would
be camping with the Gentlemen’s Club Enduro
Team and that the food would all be sorted –
including catering for me as a veggie. If you’re
not a meat eater then it’s always with a little
trepidation that you leave your nutrition to a
third party without checking. My paranoia on
the food front meant that I asked Mrs M to
make me one of her delicious Mexican black
bean soups for the days I’d be riding, backed
up by nut packs, Hammer nutrition goo and
electrolytes plus sodium replacement tablets as
I sweat (a lot) so keeping up my sodium is key.
As far as mental preparation is concerned I
was feeling pretty good, I had worked pretty
hard and was pretty fit so as long as I paced
myself I was confident that I could do well,
especially in the dry. I grew up riding fast dry
terrain, South African hare and hounds and
enduro formats were all - race as hard as you
can to the finish - type events. The one factor
that was a worry for me was this whole
timecard business – having never ridden one
before I had no reference as to how they
were structured in terms of the pace.
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THE WELSH TWO-DAY ENDURO
What?
It’s quite possibly the world’s second oldest
enduro (after the ISDE), originating in 1951
(as a three day ‘trial’).
Where?
Llandrindod Wells is the start, almost bang in
the middle of Wales. The course, a single lap,
this year was 130 miles (210km) with just 19
miles (30km) on road. Ridden in one direction
on day one, the reverse on day two.
When?
It’s an annual event, taking place in June,
uniquely over a Thursday and Friday.
Who?
The entry lists 500 entries, in fact 540 riders
when you include the ‘passengers’ on the
sidecars. Abilities range from sportsmen and
veterans to world champions.
Why?
Because it’s a classic, ridden through some
seriously breathtaking country. It’s a long ride
and is at times quite technical, but it also has
a social side that for many people makes it an
annual holiday-come-pilgrimage.

Long Termers
2: THE START
JB: My number one weapon against the Welsh
course was my company vehicle: the 2015
Yamaha WR250F long termer. It’s an awesome
bike, just about brand new, and a perfect
machine to take to the job. I’m loving two-strokes
more and more these days, but of all the fourstrokes this one is my current favourite, light
and snappy yet comfortable enough, and in the
two days I got to run it in before the Welsh I’d
come to love it.
I had one small nag of concern at the start,
though. We’d walked the first test, Church Farm,
the night before the start and it was an absolute
mud-fest – not my favourite kind of riding. It was
also going to be the first bit of off-road after the
tarmac from the start, so we’d ride it ‘cold’ and
with no feel for the ground. Me, I really need
some warm-up time.
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WM: I was glad that our starting time was last of
the Clubmen Vets, that meant a sleep-in. But it
also meant that we only had a minute gap to the
Clubman class so I was keen to measure my
pace and avoid being overtaken if possible.
My Husky TE300 was (in my opinion) the
weapon of choice and I was feeling confident and
at one with the bike. I grew up riding two-strokes
and I suspect that won’t change until I hang up
my boots (a long way off yet). I was also looking
forward to getting the first test out of the way.
We had walked the test the night before but it
had humped it down during the night so I sort of
suspected that our walking the test was going
to be in vain. I just couldn’t believe that it was
only 10 minutes from the start on asphalt with
no warm up. For once ‘Health and Safety’
seemed to have been abandoned – yeah!

Long Termers
JB: So on our minute we set off. I noted almost
immediately the new WR250F has a much faster
cruising speed (on the road) than the old model.
Having that extra gear (sixth) gives it the legs
without having to pile on crazy revs. I figured I’d
be using that gear quite a bit over the next two
days. Not speeding, but nailing the 60mph speed
limit to claw back any minutes lost on the going.
At Church Farm we found the marshals
waving us past – the test was suspended while a
collapsed spectator was being airlifted out. I was
majorly relieved (for my part, not his) but I was
also happy because without the five minutes or
so probably set aside for completing that test the
check would be very slack, so I could gently get
up to speed, no need to rush. I let Warren ride
ahead, to ride at his natural pace, while I got
comfortable and warmed-up.
WM: I took it easy out of town and watched JB
motor off on his WR while I kept a more sedate
pace trying to warm up on the bike as best I
could. I caught a few strange glances at my
more elaborate stretching moves from passing
motorists but was feeling happy and ready for
the test by the time we were about to turn into
Church Farm. Sadly we were waved past, at the
time I wasn’t sure why so I just followed JB until
the end of the asphalt.
I had no concept of the time allowance to the
first check or the impact of the passed test and
set my mind to the riding. The bike felt brilliant,
and I really liked the collective feel of the
upgrades I’d made. Most of all I was loving the
riding position, it just felt right, unlike I’ve had
on any bike before; the cockpit was roomy but
efficient. I tried to ride at JB’s pace for a while but
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it just wasn’t working for me, I needed to ride at
my own pace, I was just making too many small
mistakes and couldn’t concentrate so I popped
past him and headed off for my own unique
adventure.
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3: A TIGHT CHECK
JB: As I expected, after a solid 40-odd minutes
of gentle trails we reached the first check at least
15 minutes ahead of schedule. Plenty of time to
refuel (the frugal WR needed barely a splash) –
and start a second breakfast. The next check
offered a 20 mile loop through Radnor Forest,
with no roadwork, it had ‘tight’ written all over it.

T R A V E L L E R S

WM: Looking past the check and into a pretty
dark-looking Radnor Forest all strategy escaped
me. A 20 mile loop with no idea what to expect.
I had one goal in mind, get a hop along and
make sure I finished on time, before if possible.
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I was feeling good and I was sure that in the tight
stuff there would be the inevitable racing
behaviour with a bit of pushing and shoving when
the trail got tight. I also got a sense from JB’s
body language that he was feeling pressure
so this had to mean that the time allowance
was minimal.
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JB: Pretty early on I let Warren go – I didn’t have
the speed or strength to keep on his case. We
were on the last minute for the veteran clubmen,
so starting the minute behind us we had a
hundredweight of keen (youthful) clubmen,
probably riding to an even tighter time schedule.
Sure enough they were soon coming past, four
at a time (on their minute) as they charged along.
I was quite happy to let them go and keep to my
own comfortable momentum. When I got to the
check they were waiting ten-deep and more,
filling the track, so it was a job to push past them
to where the vet guys (and Warren) on my
minute were parked. Although a tighter check,
as I’d thought, we still had five minutes to wait
for our minute to tick over.
WM: My approach was that this was like a
20-minute moto. I could rest at the next time
check. Radnor was one of the best experiences
I can remember, it was a series of fast flowing
gravel firebreak roads that you could attack flat
out interspersed with the odd arrow directing
you to either a steep downhill or ascent. I would
liken it to a mountainous single-track enduro
equivalent of Glen Helen. I loved it. This is
proper 300 terrain, the downhills and ascents
were slippery affairs with long deep ruts littered
with roots, momentum here was key so I focused
on being as smooth as possible. The Golden-
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Tyres hooked up well and cleaned out just as
well – I’d take a look over at JB’s Metzeler shod
WR at the time check and his tyres were packed
with mud where mine were clean as a whistle.
I felt really at ease on the bike and passed a
number of my fellow vets riders, managing
to keep all the clubmen riders behind me. JB
rolled in with about five minutes to go to the
next set off time looking pretty relaxed, fresh
and in high spirits.
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JB: The next check got a touch weird. There
was a bit of roadwork, which meant a slack-ish
time schedule, so I knew I had some time up my
sleeve. Only the tight check must have revved
me up a bit as I stuck it on 60mph on the road
and when we got back onto the trails I tacked
onto Warren’s rear wheel. The going was getting
more technical and this slowed his speed to
something I was comfortable with, so I took the
opportunity to sit tight to see what he was doing.
Only charging along we were actually hitting
some rock steps pretty hard, after one particular
nasty impact I had to remind myself I was riding
tubes not mousses and it might be a good idea
to keep the enthusiasm in check.
WM: This section was brutal for me, loads of
very long single tracks ruts, in the dark. The tree
cover made it seem like we were riding at dusk –
it seemed pretty eerie really but I was enjoying
the experience trying to manage my energy
consumption. I was tracking my heart rate and
calorie consumption during each stage and with
a special test coming up I wanted to keep
myself hydrated and not overworked.
JB: The next special test, at Saints’ Well, was a
‘cross test at a club motocross circuit. I followed
Warren in, but being 10-seconds behind at the
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start I never really saw him – as a former
motocrosser this was his playground. At the end
of the test was the refuel plus a lunch stop.
No big issues, I got myself some fuel and went
off to find a bite to eat.
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WM: I went in first, the first part of the track was
endurocross styled before it opened up onto the
motocross track itself. I loved the change, a
place to open the throttle in a wide clear track
with some pretty decent jumps. I made one or
two small bobbles but for the most part I was
happy with my performance.
4: A PUNCTURE
JB: It was only while relaxing, scoffing some
of Mrs Malschinger’s awesome high-energy
soup/broth/brew, that Warren’s son Jordi spotted
my front tyre was flat. I dropped the lunch
immediately knowing this was a possible DNF
unfolding right under my nose. My issue was
I was riding on luck, not preparation, when it
came to the tyre situation. Not only was I using
tubes but also I wasn’t carrying a spare, not
even a means to fix the tube. For all my
application of strategy, when it came to tyres
I was trusting to luck. There was nothing for it –
I had to go begging. I ran from van to van, rider
to rider, bystander to bystander. “Do you have a
tube?” Of course the reply was that incredulous,
‘You’re running tubes?!’ And who keeps spare
tubes when everyone’s running mousses?
With all this going on Warren correctly
excused himself, he had a time schedule to
keep to – there was little point him hanging
around watching Mr Stupid chasing his tail
around the service.
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WM: I hung around like a good mate would for
a good 15 minutes or more watching my lunatic
partner charging around to find what he needed.
In the end I just couldn’t wait any longer and set
off with what I thought was time to spare to make
the next time check, which again I was promised,
was just 10 minutes up the track.
JB: Luck was on my side, Wyn Hughes of
Freestyle Bikes (in Newtown), a former British
champ and all round super-nice guy, can always
be relied upon to be super-prepared and sure
enough he turned up a brand new tube from
the back of his van.
I was then into changing the tube using little
more than the one spanner in my tool bag, which
doubled as a tyre lever. In the middle of this
excitement I managed to roll the tyre through the
worst, most bilious, dog shit ever to have exited
a canine anus. That made the job even more fun.
Once the tube was swapped there was the
matter of getting air into it. Again, with nobody
running tubes who needed a pump? Luck again:
a man with a van said he had one. Minutes later
I had 18psi in the tube and was hacking my way
to the next check.
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5: THE UNEXPECTED TIGHT CHECK
WM: I was on a mission now; I rode at 100% of
my pace for 20 minutes expecting the time check
to be just around every next corner. Well, it just
wasn’t. It took me a good 30 minutes flat-out to
get to the check. I arrived 20 minutes late. At this
point I was pretty dark with JB – mousses, JB
mousses – but had more important things to
think about so I wolfed down what was left of
my food and passed through the check.
There’s something to be said about getting into
flat-out race mode, at least for me anyway. So
much for my mental prep, my calm thoughtful
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approach or remembering how the timecard
system worked. I had vaguely been listening to
JB about the all-important ‘add time to your
schedule’ bits if you’re late to a check. But frankly
all I saw was that I was late – time for catch up.
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JB: Yeah, that check turned out to be almost half
an hour away, not the 10 minutes everyone was
expecting. Once I got to the check I needed to
review my time. Yes, I’d lost a lot, part through
overlooking the tight time, part in sorting the tyre.
I was far from houred-out though. I could finish.
Of course now began that wonderful mental
game of adjusting your ETA for each subsequent
check. Never easy. On top of that, my loss of
time put me right in among the Experts, then the
Championship boys. So from here on I could
expect some fast – impatient – company.
WM: The next two time checks were tight and
the terrain was seriously gnarly and pretty
technical with endless muddy ruts. I dropped
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another seven minutes and then three minutes
in the next two time checks. In my mind I was
making progress. If I could zero the next time
check I could start making back time.
JB: Half an hour behind Warren I was focused
on the job and the miles ticked by, it felt lonely
without Warren but I had my head full with
keeping going as the trail got gnarly. The hills
got steep, both up and down, but it was the long
deep ruts that hurt the most. There was another
test, at Cwmythig Hill, along the way, which I
enjoyed even with the experts whistling past
my ears every 20 seconds or so.
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6: A LATE FINISH
WM: By the time I hit town and the finish I had
made back the 30 minutes or so I’d lost and
gained another 15 minutes overall so dutifully I
waited out the 15 minutes to my scheduled finish
time of 5:15pm, well happy with myself.
JB: I was pleased to find that I was keeping on
time again, the only downside was my finish time
was now early evening, practically 6pm – a long
day after a 9:51am start.
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WM: This had been one of my best rides ever –
I had gotten into a rhythm and had been in the
thick of the clubmen riders due to me being late.
I was happy to be holding my own and making
passes during the day so much so that I had
caught and passed a number of the clubmen
vets and even some of the sidecars that has
started hours before us.
I will hold the memory of that first day’s riding
as one of my best times on a dirt bike EVER.
It was like racing the longest hare and hounds
ever, anyone that rides will know there are days
when things just flow.
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JB: The finish came along nicely and I was
thankful for it. I found my service at Al Ranger’s
endurotyres.com awning. I asked if Warren had
been through. No, was the reply. That prompted
an instant recall – we were supposed to service
with Freestyle Bikes, but with the minutes ticking
away before the start and not having located
their tent I’d instead dropped our kit with Al.
In the rush I’d forgotten to relay that new
arrangement with Warren. Sure enough when I
rolled into the parc ferme, with the WR now
nicely refueled, with new filter and oiled chain,
there was Warren’s TE300 with a near empty
tank and clearly no service…
WM: My euphoria lasted until I got into the pits.
I headed for the Freestyle Bikes pit area where
JB had arranged for us to service the bikes
before putting into parc ferme for the night. After
a quick search around I quickly discovered that
they were none the wiser about our servicing –
sorry Colin, ‘my bad’ for insisting that JB had left
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our fuel and filters with you guys… In the end I
just parked the bike in parc ferme dirty and
empty, and set about waiting for JB.
JB: I found Warren a little while later, not looking
best pleased, but given my immediate pitiless
laugh at his predicament he was soon disarmed.
I then explained the first check on day two was
bound to be slack, so in any case we could
service by the roadside, no problem.
WM: I’ll skip the part about my thoughts as I lay
around waiting for the team to arrive. Needless
to say a sheepish JB slinked into the pit area
with a ‘please forgive me’ grin on his face. I can’t
say I forgave him right away but it’s hard to stay
angry at him for long, he’s just too enthusiastically lovable for that.
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7: GENTLEMENS’ RELISH
JB: That evening, as for our entire stay in
Llandrindod Wells, we camped with the
Gentleman’s Club Enduro Team. These are a
great bunch of guys who for years now have
organized their own camping field with
professional catering (breakfast and dinner), plus
sports physio, even a hot tub (TBM ran a feature
on them as long ago as 2010). It’s the most
comfortable way to stay at the event. Most of
these guys had ridden in Sportsman so had been
back a while and were already tucking into dinner
when we arrived. Without changing I picked up a
plate and heaped a double serving on it.
I followed that with three helpings of dessert.
Then launched into the cheese and biscuits.
Only when I started on the coffee did my
stomach register that it might be getting near full.
Clearly I had been hungry. Meanwhile I noticed
veggie Warren was picking at what looked liked
scraps. I raised an eyebrow, urged him to find
some more tucker, but took the issue no further.
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WM: Heading into the catering tent I had the
most crushing moment of the day, the vegetarian
catering was a lone veggie fritter perching
precariously on the rim of two pots of steaming
pork. No vegetables, no salad – just the fitter,
about 150 calories worth. Well ‘hangry’ I added
some new potatoes to the sparse plate and
some dry rice. Thankfully I had some of Mrs M’s
soup left over which the caterers agreed to heat
up for me, but it wasn’t enough to fill the hole.
In hindsight I should have bummed a lift into
town for a proper meal, instead I retired to the
camper early and tucked into some nuts and a
few protein bars.
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8: WARREN TAKES A DIVE
JB: Day two came with an earlier start, and it
was overcast threatening rain – never a good
thing at the Welsh. Sure enough, we immediately
serviced Warren’s TE and made the first check
more than comfortably.
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WM: The next day was mostly a pretty unpleasant affair. I’d woken at 3am with my
stomach on fire, given the hunger. I resorted to scoffing some dry cereal to calm it.
I woke feeling pretty weak hoping that a good few coffees and loads of protein
powder and some nuts along with an egg would do the trick to perk me up.
By the time we had collected the bikes, started and then stopped immediately to
service the 300 I was in better spirits but I had already decided that I would ride with
JB and we would try and zero the day together. I had learnt the night before of my
time folly and so racing for any type of result was futile. I was way down the order
on time penalties as you can imagine

JB: The second check was a blinder with brilliantly technical riding. I made the
mistake of chasing Warren up one hill a little too close and when he momentarily
bobbled I lost momentum and, on slippery rock, came to a halt. He managed to
scrabble up from there but for me it was a push while being ridden over by the
super-keen clubmen. I made a mental note not to ride so close after that.
The technicality also made the ride increasingly physical and this was taking its
toll on Warren. He was making uncharacteristic mistakes and then suffered a major
loss of control on a switchback and clean rode off the trail into the gorse. A lack of
energy, on account he hadn’t eaten well at dinner nor breakfast, had led him to that
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condition cyclists call ‘bonk’ or ‘the wall’. He
wasn’t looking too flash but I reasoned with him
that while he was drawing breath, while he still
had a pulse, he should be able to ride. So we
stuffed some energy bars down his throat, gave
him a drink and I ordered him to follow my
mudguard. I’m never that fast so that wasn’t
exactly a tall order. Like that we got to the next
check ahead of time and got more food into him.

At least one RUST
writer was on the
pace, here’s Knighter
showing everyone
how it’s done...
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WM: It was two days of polar opposites – this
day I just felt horrible and couldn’t keep my mind
on the job at hand. I was making stupid mistakes
and was slow as you like. By 11am I had
‘bonked’ – hit the wall – I was spent. On a rocky
switchback that I had railed the previous day I
seriously cocked-up and nearly landed upside
down in a very steep ravine, saved only by the
gorse. I waved JB to ride on, to his credit he
gave me a stern talking too, in the nicest possible
way of course, and told me to stay on his tail.
I dutifully obliged and we somehow made it to
the next time check with time to spare. I really
don’t remember much other than him feeding
me at every opportunity and me consuming as
many goo sachets as I could manage.
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9: RIPPING UP A TEST?
JB: By the ‘cross test at Saints’ Well Warren was
recovering nicely so I sent him in the test first
and followed in. He’d taken a fall early on and
was just remounting so I again became the rabbit
for him to catch. In fact for once I let the brakes
totally off, found I quite liked going faster and
when Warren bobbled again I didn’t see he was
gone. I could have set a decent time only in my
speed-induced euphoria I misjudged a downhill
corner and slid under the tapes into some soft
stuff. But it was cool.
Next was the refuel and our mate Jock, who
contracts with half the entry to do refuels, had
inadvertently misplaced our fuel cans. Warren
thought we were done-for, but I explained with
some 500 riders if you borrowed just a few
milli-litres from every rider you’d be able to refill
your own tank probably ten times over. Sure
enough, with most riders keeping a safe
measure of petrol we were soon refilled given
the generosity of our fellow competitors.
There followed a tight check, I could tell by the
speed of the clubmen riders hacking past that it
was the tightest yet so I pedaled harder. Warren
was coming back to full strength, given constant
feeds, but I kept him in sight and when we got to
the check I could see we were exactly on our
minute. Warren was stopping for another feed as
I roared past, yelling at him to get his ass across
the white flags. So we zeroed, just.
10: A NEAT FINISH
JB: The rest of the day flowed neatly along.
Keeping time was a comfortable exercise and
we were having great chats in the queues at the
end of each slack check. I discovered an old
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acquaintance in David Rodenhurst, who I’d
shared a minute with at the Hafren Enduro as
long ago as 2003, it was fun to catch up a
ridiculous 13 years later. In fact the afternoon
was gentlemanly in every respect, even the odd
heavy shower of rain created little discomfort.
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WM: It was around 2pm by the time I was
starting to recover and pick up the pace again,
which was nice after five hours of just barely
hanging in. I was seriously disappointed with my
performance on the special test at Saints’ Well,
I must have fallen at least six times over the
single lap so by the time we came to the last test
at Church Farm I was determined to redeem
myself and set a good time now that I was feeling
somewhat normal. I had to laugh – traction was
non-existent, the course was a mud-fest and
slick as you like. It had been raining for the past
few hours but I loved just feeling okay and rather
than be bummed about it I was happy to just be
able to focus and enjoy the experience. I finished
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HOW DID THE YAMAHA WR250F FARE?
GOOD
 Loving the six speed gearbox.
 Good ergonomics, very comfortable.
 Renthal Kevlar grips plus Risk Racing palm protectors = no blisters
 Choice of low-end engine map was perfect in the wet boggy going.
 Metzeler tyres are great, but mousses would have been the call.
 Ran faultless the whole event.
 It’s more of a racer, but is just as clubman-friendly as the old
WR250F.
NOT SO GOOD
 Could do with handlebar-mounted map switch so I can swap to
high-power mapping for tests and dry terrain.
 Warren’s TE300 looked to be floating everywhere, while the WR
seems to fall into the hollows – it felt like I was having to expend
more energy and take more physical abuse because of this.
Could well be a two-stroke vs four-stroke thing?
 Overlooked the presence of rocks at the Welsh, would have been
an idea to run at least 15psi, not the 13psi I was running…

HOW DID THE HUSQVARNA TE300 FARE?

the test without having made any mistakes and
waited for JB to join me before riding together
towards the finish.
JB: The Church Farm test certainly was the
sting in the tail. Warren went in first and when
I followed I could see it was nasty. I almost
caught him at one point but this was a
rejuvenated Warren and when I got snagged in
a ditch he escaped, and in fact took many
seconds out of me.

GOOD
 Everything really – the bike ran faultlessly over the entire event.
 Pro Taper Pillow Top grips – no blisters and designed to keep the
mud off the grips (even when I laid the bike in it!).
 The high seat was so much more comfortable than the stock one.
 GoldenTyres hook up perfectly and give me plenty of grip.
 The standout was the Stillwell Performance tuned forks paired with
the WP Trax shock – sublime!
 Raptor footpegs were awesome, offering good grip, and I loved the
improved control over the back brake due to footpeg positioning.
 Fastway flak shields did their job brilliantly (and survived many
crashes).
 Look out for the test reports on the individual upgrade bits.
BAD
 Nothing except me and bad nutrition.
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From there it was a simple run to the end.
We made the finish clean on time – and for us,
that was as good as a win.
Talking of ‘a win’, our huge losses on day one
dropped us right down the finishing order. Sure
enough I’d lost 20 minutes through my puncture
but Warren’s headlong charge to the finish –
burning every check on the way – had cost him a
lot more, some 38 in all. There’s irony there, my
poor preparation ended up costing Warren more
than it did me. Then on the second day, that loss
of energy in the morning again cost Warren dear,
losing too many seconds to me in the ‘cross test.
He gained some back in the last test, but not
enough. So in terms of the office grudge match
that’s 2-0 to me (oh yes!). And so the tortoise
really can beat the hare. In terms of the Welsh,
though, we weren’t winners, not by any stretch
of the imagination – we need to go back, better
results are needed…

RUST’s W2D made possible
with the suppor t of …

WM: Looking back now I only have good
memories, even the bad ones are good. This is
why we do what we do. Not only for the good
times but for the challenge, the struggle, the
sense of accomplishment and I felt all of those.
Will I be back next year – you can bet on it...

www.freestylebikes.co.uk
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Holcombe Runs Hot

As citizens of the world we congratulate all champions, but with
offices based in the UK we can’t help but save our biggest cheer
for the homeboys. This season Steve Holcombe has added his
name to the growing list of British world champions. Holcombe
was the nearly-man in 2015 – missing the opening world round
in Chile meant he would always struggle to make ‘EJ’ champ
(he made third) and placing second in the British championship
must have been bittersweet, too. But it was enough for him to
be lifted into Beta’s full-factory squad for 2016, and in this,
his self-proclaimed ‘learning year’, he’s claimed the E3 world
championship in spectacular fashion, four-times being an outright
EnduroGP winner – and has sewn-up the British championship
to boot. A brilliant year by any standards. Do check out our video
interview with Steve at https://youtu.be/-JjZEeDKEYY

Adventure

Words & images: Chris Stephens

Looking for an adventure? Somewhere remote,
with bears, in the wilderness, mosquitos as
ferocious as the bears, ghost towns and a
long disused road with a tragic past, broken
bridges and river washouts. Then come to the
Road of Bones, the real Road of Bones…
Not the gravel road (fast becoming a gravel
highway) from Yakutsk via Ust Nera to Magadan,
but the summer road (‘Old Road’) completely
abandoned with adventure scarred into every
kilometre by the ravages of time and nature…
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BOTH ROADS START in Yakutsk (Nizhny Bestyakh) on the
Lena River and travel approximately 2000 kilometres to
Magadan, through a vast wilderness, creating access to the
region’s minerals, gold and other metals. A roading project of
the Stalinist era, construction started in 1932 with the first
labour camp (Gulag) and then subsequent Gulags were
constructed along its route until 1953. The road has become
a memorial for the labourers who were interred in its fabric as
it was deemed “impractical” to dig graves in the permafrost.
In 2008 the road gained Federal status and the route that
splits north via Ust-Nera has had considerable upgrades.
The upgraded route bypasses Tomtor sitting some 420
kilometres eastward and the 200 kilometre section beyond
Tomtor has been completely abandoned by the authorities.
It’s this old route (the Old Road) that has the ingredients for
adventure for motorcyclists and 4WD explorers.

Logistics and logistics

We had our Russian friends Konstantin (Kot) and Maxim
(Max) in Moscow working with the Yakutia government for the
necessary permissions and support vehicles. Kot and Max
would need to get their bikes and our group camp equipment
from Moscow to Magadan at the other end of Russia. The
distance from Moscow to Magadan is 10,201 kilometres while
the distance from Auckland (our home) to Magadan is 10,937
kilometres – we were effectively meeting our comrades
halfway for this epic journey. Max and Kot would secure the
support truck and van and all food supplies. Back in New
Zealand we prepared six Suzuki DR650s for this sub-arctic
encounter.
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‘

The Kolyma Highway was
built between 1932 and 1953.
Many thousands of Stalin’s political
prisoners perished during it’s
construction. The exact numbers
may never be known...

’
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While we Kiwis were all ‘brand bunnies’ and normally rode
exotic enduro and adventure motorcycles at home, an
analysis of the conditions and the facilities along the way
made it obvious to choose a machine that was very basic.
A machine with minimum electronics and a good old
fashioned carburettor. It was the Suzuki which boasted such
minimalist technology but equally, a legendary reputation for
reliability. Needless to say we ‘tricked’ these bikes up with
accessories, some even necessary when considering the
conditions expected.
Getting our bikes and ourselves into Russia was quite the
adventure in itself. We were shipping them to no one (we of
course weren’t there, nor were we citizens), to a little port off
Russia’s east coast. We would fly in later and uplift the bikes,
join up with our Muscovite colleagues and start the journey.
Even with Russians to help it was a long process with a large
amount of form filling and document gathering.
In charge of shipping, my cunning plan was these bikes
should be sent as ‘unaccompanied baggage’! We loaded
our six Suzukis into a container in Auckland using delivery
crates screwed to the floor and chocks of wood. I had
checked the sailings, built in contingencies and then told all
the guys that their bikes had to be ready three weeks earlier
than necessary. So with nearly two months up my sleeve I
was confident as I could be our bikes would be waiting for us.
Three months later we arrived at Vladivostok, completed our
documentation and flew to Magadan – to find no bikes! The
problem was that the port in Magadan was privately owned
by a gold mining company and they were denying our ship a
berth. It was claimed they were giving priority to vessels
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supplying a new mine they were building. Local businesses
were affected too. We did what we could at Magadan
customs, but rather than just watch our ship sitting in the
harbour we turned our attention to assembling the Russians’
bikes (now arrived from Moscow) and loading all the
equipment into the one support van we had at this stage.
We had a situation. The trip had been planned, dates set
and equipment gathered. We had the Yakutsk government
involved with a support vehicle and their own adventurers
coming from the other end (Yakutsk). Everything hinged on a
window of two days to meet up at the start of the Old Road.
Gone was our two month contingency. With no bikes yet
landed we watched the Russians ride out of Magadan to
meet the rest, with the realisation this all could be for nothing.
Finally, two days later the ship was being unloaded. By 4pm
we got the call and picked up our bikes. We loaded-up and
the next morning were gone.

The chase

We had quite a chase on our hands, the Russians were
ahead three days and at least 750 kilometres north of us (but
thankfully had slowed their progress to allow us to catch up).
With all the scenarios of ‘if we did or didn’t get our bikes in
time’ we had gear for every contingency now on our bikes,
including off road tyres. So we were travelling heavy. There
were some isolated fuel stops on the way but the last stretch
to the rendezvous would find us arriving at the start of the old
road needing gas from the support truck to go much further –
or abandon. With sat-phone communication established the
Russians could leave hidden gas for us but then we had the
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THE ROAD OF BONES explainer
Also known as the Kolyma Highway, as
Chris explained, it was constructed
between the years 1932 and 1953 at
the cost of the lives of thousands – the
exact number is unknown – of politcal
prisoners encascerated in Stalin’s Gulag
system. The highway was needed to
access the gold mining that was undertaken in the area by yet more prisoners.
The route reached (western) adventure
riders’ consciousness when traversed in
1995 by Austin Vince and his Mondo
Enduro (round the world) team of riders.
It was then brought to wider public
recognition when Ewan McGregor and
Charlie Boorman unsuccessfully
attempted to repeat the route as part
of their 2005 ‘The Long Way Round’
circumnavigation. Since then many
adventure motorcyclists have trekked
to Siberia to travel the route.
If you’re interested in riding the route
Chris and his mates rode, then their
Moscow mates Konstantin and Maxim
now run the route as a guided tour using
Yamaha WR250Rs – check out their
website www.roadofbones.ru for more
details.
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added complication that the rivers were swollen and the Old
Road was, as it usually is, ‘protected’, or rather isolated, at
each end by two substantial rivers. At this time it was far too
high to get the bikes across so they had to go on the truck.
The distance may not seem a lot but we had fully laden
bikes, it was raining and it was getting cold as we gained
altitude from Magadan. Punctures were a risk and an event
that would slow us considerably. Some of the gravel road was
fast and some was in very bad condition with ruts and pot
holes so it was a ride of caution and longevity. We passed
some smaller settlements, and until now I haven’t mentioned
that since arriving in Magadan the overall impression of this
part of Russia was of a harsh environment, of decayed and
abandoned buildings. Magadan and outlying settlements were
only established from 1930 onwards as the transit points for
prison labour to the region. So the initial wooden buildings
have been ravaged by the elements and their foundations
wrenched by years of freeze and thaw. Everywhere the
collapse of the Soviet era and the decline of gold mining and
fishing in the region are reflected in completely abandoned
towns and factories. As we rode past the towns of Orotukan,
Atka, Yagodnoye and Sussaman, we wondered where did
these people go – what happened?
It was about 9pm by the time we reached a place called
Kadykchan and the most striking example of this abandonment we’d witnessed. We could see it off to our right and it
was 20 kilometres from our turn point onto the Old Road and
a little further to our reunion with our Russian colleagues
waiting patiently at the river’s edge. All had gone well and
while it was late we wondered what another 20 minutes would
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matter (if they don’t know) after 14 hours riding.
With a tinge of guilt we turned off the road and made our
way into this town. Kadykchan was built by Gulag prisoners
for the extraction of coal and its population peaked at over
10,000. With the dissolution of the Soviet Union, with coal
mining becoming unprofitable and after a fatal mine explosion,
the mine and the town were closed. The government
subsidised people to shift and the switch for heating and
power (it’s too cold to live without) was simply turned off.
It’s a very strange experience to ride through this place.
It’s like you’d imagine a Chernobyl, without the glow in the
dark. Part zombie movie set, part ghost town, with real
peoples’ past, abandoned and destroyed buildings everywhere and yet others intact with possessions largely
undisturbed. It’s also very much a puncture waiting to
happen and so we gingerly weaved our way through some
streets and back out to the main road so that we could
innocently reunite with our colleagues as soon as possible.

Reunion

The entrance to the old road was surprisingly less obvious
than I had imagined. I had a waypoint for this in my GPS
(as with the whole route) so there was no doubt this was it
as we turned east and the ride took on a new feel. The
stresses of the previous days were now 750 kilometres
behind us and excitement was now flowing in our veins.
But as there were no obvious vehicle tracks and as it was
clearly seldom used we weren’t entirely sure just where
along this track we would meet the others. That meeting
came suddenly as the overgrown narrowing road suddenly
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‘

As I crawled into my tent,
Oleg handed me a pistol and
said, “If a bear comes shoot
in the air and he will go.”
He tried hard to keep a
straight face...

’
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opened to a riverbank and there I faced the back of a Kamaz
6WD truck with its tail lift lowered in wait. There was a man
leaning against the Kamaz, arms folded, a burly moustache,
and an emotionless stare from a weathered face. This was
the look of a man who had leaned against that truck all afternoon and evening, who gazed over at these so-called ‘world
explorers’ and muttered in Yakut something that neither we
nor our Russian friends could understand but easily imagine.
Translation probably, “Okay you big tough bike riders, let me
carry you across this river so your feet don’t get wet.” This
was Sanych our support truck driver (a local from Tomtor) and
here also were Kot and Max snoozing on the other bank.
After trucking the bikes and ourselves across the swollen
river there were man hugs for our comrades and a quick
crosscheck before having to mount-up and ride further to our
camp. At about 11pm we met the rest of the team, Kot and
Max’s friends. There was fellow rider Viktor plus Oleg, Ivan,
Igor and helpers from Yakutsk, who would drive in their
GAZ-66 4WD vans affectionately called Buhanka (after a
square loaf of bread). Around the campfire with our first real
food for the day and a beer and vodka as rehydration, the talk
was about getting to know each other, the ride here and what
was to come. We thought better than to share our excursion
to Kadykchan just yet. It had been a very big day and as some
of you will have guessed it was still broad daylight (this being
latitude 63) and we needed some rest. As I crawled into my
tent, Oleg handed me a pistol and said, “If a bear comes
shoot in the air and he will go.” He tried hard to keep a
straight face, and as I rolled over to sleep the big grin on my
face told me I liked these guys already!
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The Old Road

Now our adventure had truly begun. But it begun slowly.
It was a late morning wakeup and while breakfast crackled
sizzled and popped, the Kiwis changed all the bikes onto
off-road tyres and sorted what we could ride with and what
was to go in support. As we headed off it was great to be free
of about 60 kilos of baggage.
It wasn’t long before we were up to our knees in mud as
we circumnavigated waist-high bogs. In between there were
examples of the Old Road at its former glory, smooth but
softened by nature and we felt sombre respect for those
who built it. These sections were abruptly severed by raging
water scouring across-path resulting in sharp entry and
departure angles. Tricky going by bike into the streams but
even more tricky having to balance across current and keep
the momentum to pop up the other side (without sliding
back!). There were many streams flowing across the road
into a main river. There were derelict wooden bridges along
the way which were destroyed or partly dismantled (hard to
know) but inevitably it meant fording the stream instead.
Thankfully the occasional splash and encounter of 2ºC
water in our boots was thawed by warm sunny weather, at
least on those initial days.
We camped by the rivers. Rivers have water – handy for
cooking, washing and drinking – but more importantly the
air around the rivers is cooler and thus there are fewer
mosquitos. Walk just metres into the forest on the river bank
and mosquitos as big and ferocious as bears will carry you
away. They will most certainly bite any exposed Deet-free
skin. This was most dangerous at ablution time. You really
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must (while in the safety of your tent) spray every potentially
exposed body part prior to squat! Riding a motorcycle with
itchy bits is not safe riding.

Kiwi mechanics

At one such camp there were still banks of snow and ice
which when kicked shattered into stunning crystals as I’ve
never seen before. At the same camp the big Kamaz had arrived with the tail-lift out of action. We had to unload all the
gear via a side door for the night’s camp. No tail lift meant that
bikes couldn’t be loaded on if needed and rear access was
impossible for any gear. The Kiwis decided to take a look,
finding a blown fuse leading to discovery of a crushed wire to
the hydraulic pump. This is a big truck to be dropping in and
out of these steep scoured river banks and the ‘tail lift accessory’ was exposed to much heavy grounding. As dinner was
being prepared we beavered away and then switched it all
back into life to huge cheers from the campfire. Sanych’s eyes
lit up and the ‘world explorers’ were invited for celebratory
shots of vodka. While still sober we all headed off to the
water’s edge for target practise (read: big shoot up) with
AK47s and the like. If there were any bears in the woods they
would certainly be gone for the night. Suddenly it seemed the
Kiwis had passed their apprenticeship for living in this neck of
the woods. Sanych and his Yakut team plied their Kiwi friends
with good spirit all night long (or was it morning?).
After three days camping we were approaching Sanych’s
home, the village of Tomtor (spelled Tomtop). Located right in
the middle of the Old Road, this place is home to 1250 hardy
souls and is extremely isolated with its nearest neighbouring
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town (Ust-Nera) 570 kilometres away. Our first puncture for
the group, just out of town, delayed our arrival and after a
ride around the streets it was time for the comfortable guest
house and its bubbling hot tub. Every great adventure needs
a comfortable interlude. Comfortable for now, because it’s
summer but this is a very cold place in winter. The next day
we rode to Oymyakon, believed to be the coldest inhabited
place on earth. You wonder, why on earth anyone would
inhabit this place? Record high and lows in this region have
varied 109 degrees Celsius! (+38 to -71). The school at
Tomtor continues through winter and kids get to stay home
only if temperatures drop below – 55.

School visit

A school visit was on. The Yakut government had been hugely
supportive and we were keen to repay their hospitality and
generosity. We rode into the school and presented a talk to
all the assembled children. It was a special time on the trip
as the children learned about where we had come from. New
Zealand is at the opposite end of the earth, yet surprisingly
on the same time zone. After questions and answers, and a
handout of little Kiwis and small souvenirs, it was time to take
the kids for rides around the grounds on the bikes.
In the same central buildings we also visited the local
museum where the curator has meticulously recorded the
history of the area and in particular the morbid period of the
road construction where so many native Yakutsk were also
forced into labour along with the prisoners from Russia. It was
a big group of bike riders wandering around the exhibits but
the silence showed the effect it had on each of us.
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Late in the afternoon things lightened up with a visit to an
ice cave which illustrated for us permafrost underground. It’s
so cold that their sculptures of ice need no refrigeration for
preservation. Before preparing our bikes for the next day and
continuing our journey along the Old Road we had one last
tourist item to complete – a ride in a Russian military tracked
vehicle over what seems impossible bogs and terrain.
We left Tomtor heading west 156 kilometres to join up with
the New Road and the federal highway which eventually
reaches Yakutsk. We thought the Old Road challenges were
behind us given this section of the road was supposedly
maintained as the access to Tomtor. It wasn’t that simple.
Rivers still scoured across the road, some still very deep from
overnight rain and the sun wasn’t forthcoming for warmth.
There was slippery mud – a change from the stone and gravel
– and a couple of offs were inevitable. As we were about to
join the federal highway we were halted by a very wide and
fast flowing river. Locals were waiting both sides in their
Buhankas waiting for a tow through or for the level to subside.
We had been fortunate to cross all the rivers so far, which was
a good effort considering the recent rain, but this last river was
wide and continuously deep, well above air intake height.
Even the big Kamaz looked doubtful getting across with the
water covering its huge wheels.

Murphykov’s law

We had now completed the Old Road, the original Road of
Bones. For all the bike riders this was what the trip had been
all about. In that sense it seemed the rest would be a walk in
the park. All that remained for us was to follow the federal
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highway (M56) through to Yakutsk. It was already late, yet as
we huddled in a roadside café constructed out of an old truck
body, the plan was hatched to ride on another 400 kilometres
to Khandyga rather than camp soon. The big Kamaz had
already scarpered onward to Yakutsk and so with bellies full of
surprisingly nice food, hearts full of courage and minds full of
madness we fuelled up and set-off. It was already raining and
cold and while the Kiwis were well protected in homegrown
Merino one of the others (Viktor) wasn’t – and that would play
out down the road.
The road was far worse than expected with continuous
rain-affected road works and strong flowing rivers to cross
where new concrete bridges still hadn’t been connected.
It was slow riding and hard to keep the mental aerial up and
alert. Then Murphykov showed up. The Kiwis had taken the
rear as we had the tools and fulfilled the fix-it roles but it was
a Kiwi that went down in a fast flowing crossing momentarily
pinned on the downstream side. Undrowning the bike was just
a process that would take a bit of time but the effects of near
freezing water soaking the rider’s gear had to be considered.
The Buhankas were still catching up from behind and the
other riders were stretching out in front, oblivious to the
situation, and they needed fuel from our bigger tanks to go
the distance. We were conscious that things were getting a
bit loose and we needed to group-up to control the situation.
The Buhanka had just arrived so we decided to put the wet
bike and drowned rat into one of them and then try and
chase down those up front.
The rain continued and it got quite gloomy and cold,
extremely cold. Viktor was particularly cold and things were
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going from sketchy to dangerous. It was clear we weren’t
going to make our destination in these cold conditions and
we needed to stop. Max noticed a light on in a tiny roadside
village. Cautiously he made contact and to our surprise it was
a relative of Sanych! Things went from bad to good. We found
ourselves offered a house, with beds, blankets and medicinal
vodka. Huddled around a wooden stove we had our first
Russian toga party.
The next morning the sun was out and we were linked up
with the Buhankas who had had their own night of drama. The
one carrying the bike developed an accelerator cable issue
which had to be frequently reattached in the freezing cold and
low light. It would let go every so often and more often than
not. They at least got to Khandyga, six hours late, to snatch
three hours sleep. Murphykov’s Law is just Murphy’s Law.
Drop your guard, leave your logistics exposed and things will
inevitably go wrong. Murphykov ensured things went wrong
that night leaving us with bigger challenges than the Old
Road had presented – and lessons learned, again.

The run to Yakutsk

There were now more settlements along our route and
another school visit before reaching the Aldan River and a
40-minute ferry down river. We camped the night on the bank
before the final run to Yakutsk. The whole crew was together
and there was a big cook-up of everything that was left, the
odd drink and Russian songs sung by our Moscow team until
the wee small hours.
The long daylight hours had made for considerable glide
time on this adventure. The riding day tended to slip towards
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the evening with rather lethargic morning starts by our
comrades. This day, however, there were time contraints to
consider. We had to ride to the Lena river, take another ferry
over to Yakutsk and attend meetings with government
officials. As the camp looked to be slumbering late it was
necessary to take corrective action. I found the chainsaw
which we would need anyway to rekindle the fire and as it
roared about its business the camp did indeed come to life.
We were back on schedule.
The road started well, easy and scenic but only our second
puncture on the trip happened just before lunch. From about
this point the character of the road changed to one of the most
dangerous roads I have ridden. This ‘highway’ was the main
thoroughfare for trucking in and out (North and South) of
Yakutsk. Yakutsk is an island town surrounded by rivers with
no rail access (at this stage) hence everything is trucked and
barged across the river Lena. We would fix two more punctures and replace one tyre in this 100 kilometre strip. The last
30 kilometres became a game of chicken as we passed trucks
with their plumes of dust. We had to contend with an insane
lack of visibility, dirt ruts, pot holes and a large centre ridgeline
of dirt. It was a miracle we didn’t have a serious incident but
we made it to the Lena banks and were barged over to
Yakutsk, arriving to a welcoming party all lined up to greet us.
The local press were on hand to capture the moment.

Home

This ride was made special by having our Russian friends
along. Speaking and reading Russian is obviously a big help
in logistics and Kot and Max had also made good connections
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BIKE PREP FOR THE ROAD OF BONES
Chris Stephens explains the set-up on the Suzuki DR650

The Suzuki DR650 was chosen because it’s Billy-basic
(air-cooled, carburetor etc) and as we all rode the same bike
we could focus and share on our spares and bike knowledge
(an approach which echoes quite strikingly that which the Mondo
Enduro team took in 1995, when Austin Vince and the team also
rode the Road of Bones, on DR350s – Ed).
But of course we modify (because we can!) and there are
shortcomings in the standard bike. So this was the specification
we ran with:
1: New strong alloy handlebars to which we added Barkbusters
and RAM mounts for GPS, SPOT etc.
2: We wired in a cigarette socket to power the GPS and
FINDMESPOT. One mistake I personally made was I wired into
my bike a USB-cigarette combo and that drained the battery
during shipping. Next time I’ll have the cigarette socket and use
a USB adapter.

with the Yakutsk government. The transport ministry had
made available the mighty Kamaz for the adventure and
assisted in other areas of support and permissions. One of
our final obligations was indeed a pleasure. We met, thanked
and shared our adventures with the Minister and his officials
and still remain overwhelmed by their warmth, enthusiasm
and goodwill. We’d originally planned to ride from Yakutsk to
Vladivostok but the delay in the shipping and clearance at
the beginning had eroded our time. At 800 kilometres a day
to Vladivostok on similar roads to the last 30 kilometres we
couldn’t realistically, and safely, do it. The bikes would be
trucked there instead and we would fly home from Yakutsk
so we could exit within our prescribed visa dates.
It was bizarre, less than two days later I was driving to work
along Auckland’s East Coast Bays Road. There were no
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washouts or rickety bridges. Two more roundabouts and I was
back at my desk looking at the pile of mail. The ride was
months and months in the making, weeks in the doing and
only days in the ending. It seemed there needed to be more.
Later Max would email and say he had bought six motorcycles
(Yamaha WR250Rs) and would start tours in the next season.
I was his first booking. The idea of flying in, riding, and flying
out again without the shipping and other logistics to contend
with really appealed. After all, we already had done our Road
of Bones apprenticeship under Sanych’s watch.

3: Alloy sump guard.
4: The plastic sprocket cover was removed and replaced with a
much stronger case saver.
5: Scottoiler
6: Rack and pannier system.
7: Changed-out the Suzuki tool kit for our own special stuff.
Purely bike specific though.
8: Headlight guard.
9: The DR doesn’t have a centrestand – nor did we want one –
so we had made a short rod that fitted the footpeg to hold rear
wheel off ground when changing a flat and another special rod to
be able to hold the front end up when working on the front end.
10: The DR’s shock spring was too soft so I put in a stronger
spring especially so it could carry the weight of all the gear.
11: Heavy-duty tubes!
12: 20-litre Acerbis tank (Note: their petcock is a bit dodgy).
13: We geared the front sprocket down wanting to tractor not go
for high-speed.
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Part 2
One step forward, two steps back.
That seems to be the continuing story
of these early days in re-commissioning
JB’s old Honda TLR250 trials…
THE PROCESS OF re-commissioning
the Honda TLR250 has begun. Slightly
haphazardly as I’ve been going from here
to there identifying work to be done and
my limited attention span has drifted like
flotsam on the waves of enthusiasm. I need
to make a list, to strike some order, but at
the moment I’m simply too absorbed in
spending time in the garage with the bike
to worry about stuff like that.
It’s a treat, spending time in the garage;
working on the bike there’s a real sense of
therapy about it. In my mind I will make this
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bike better, although for now all that seems
to be happening is its deconstruction into
smaller assemblies, each one a mini-project
involving restoration or replacement. Then
there are the irritatingly regular moments of
exasperation as a fastener or a component
reveals its true degree of decrepitude.
Rusted, seized or worn out, the list of these
items is gaining in number. When it gets too
much I walk away and take a breather before
I risk breaking (another) something. Later I
go back and using rationality I look for a
solution, it’s usually there.
And all the while I ponder the cost. What
will I replace, what can be cleaned up or
repaired, what can remain intact? In the big
scheme of things it’s all pocket money, but
way more than a month or two’s pocket
money, so I’m having to plan it out.
Anyway, here’s a run-through of progress
(much of it backwards) in the month since I
decided to get started on the TLR.
1: IT RUNS!
As mentioned in part one (see RUST 13),
I first established the engine ran – and ran
well. After 13-odd years in storage it took
only a splash of months-old petrol and four
kicks for the engine to jump back into life.
Not just a splutter but a good healthy rev and
tickover, and importantly no serious rumbles

or clatters. So I warmed the engine up as
gently as I could then dropped the bash plate
off and removed the sump plug to let the old
oil out. It looked surprisingly clean, certainly
showing no signs of water-in-the-oil
contamination – a big relief there. I refilled
with some common-or-garden 10W-40 oil
and warmed it up again. The plan will be to
drop the oil once more (like doing a flush)
and then fit a new oil filter and fill again with
some fresh 10W-40. I’m not planning on
using anything flash, these engines were
designed to run on old tech oil.
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act of impetuousness, I was
immediately filled with remorse.
It just needed some heat, or at
least soaking in releasing agent
and that screw would have budged
easily. Dummkopf! Now I’ll still
need to do that, but will need a
screw extractor to finish the job,
hopefully without murdering the
thread in the float bowl. There’s
a lesson to be learned there.
In the meantime a little online
researched revealed a great trials
parts specialist called Trail &
Trials UK (www.tytrials.co.uk)
where John Cane keeps an
excellent stock of new old stock
(NOS) and pattern parts for trail
and trials bikes of the 70s, 80s –
well, through to today. One
pleasant phone call later I had a
complete carb gasket kit, plus a
bundle of other parts, all for little
more than beer money (so very
‘trials’). John was also a good
source of knowledge, among other
matters warning me to be ready for
when the valve stem seals give up
– they perish given long periods of
inactivity. You can tell they’ve
gone, he said, by the plumes of
smoke from the exhaust that come
as a consequence. Maybe not
immediately, but soon enough.

2: IT LEAKS
Darn, it leaks petrol, from the carb. Nothing
major, it looks for all the world simply to be a
matter of a perished gasket. An investigation
was in order, so the tank came off (just one
bolt, after I’d removed the seat unit) and then
it was a case of loosening the two nuts on
the inlet manifold and the one jubilee-type
clip on the airbox boot. It’s a tight fit though,
so the airbox had to be loosened too, to
allow the wiggle room to remove the carb.
One skinned knuckle later the job was done.
While doing this I’d taken the cap off the top
of the carb and removed the slide and
needle to find both in great condition with
very little sign of wear or scoring.
The carb is a Keihin PWK22 and is a
masterpiece of simplicity. One slide, one
needle, one spring-clip to hold the float bowl,
then simply a float and two jets, one for idle,
one main jet. Oh, and one brass float bowl
drain screw. This seemed to be the source
of the leaking, there looking to be a fibre
washer acting as the seal (or not).
Of course it refused to undo. In my
misplaced enthusiasm I applied bigger and
bigger screwdrivers until eventually I figured
a set of mole grips would be best ( I know,
I know...). These snugged on nicely but then
on turning simply twisted the head off the
screw leaving the thread in place... A stupid
Bugger...
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3: IT SHINES?
The sump plate on my TLR I really like, as with other small modifications
around the bike, it speaks of its New Zealand heritage. It’s nothing flash,
just the standard plate with added ‘wings’ welded on to further protect the
engine cases. My old mate Hump (who owned this bike before me) would
take this bike on extreme bush riding raids on the Coromandel Peninsula
back in NZ, places where it could be a long-long walkout if your bike
broke, so mods like the extended bash plate plus the hand guards were
there to make the TLR as crash proof as possible.
Anyway, the bash plate has obviously seen some action and then a long
period of inaction, both leaving it looking pretty sorry. A cheapo polishing
wheel (from Lidl) attached to an electric drill has taken care of that. It’s
not back to unblemished, concours (not even close) just to a clean
presentable standard. That’ll do, that’ll do.

4: IT CRUMBLES
With the carb off I took a look around the airbox. It’s all intact but there
was much 15-year-old mud caked inside and out – so it needed a
thorough clean – and the old filter looked pretty manky too.
Trying to clean it wasn’t so easy as the exhaust snakes around it.
Easy answer – remove the exhaust. By now I knew not to attack anything
square-on, but instead gave the fasteners repeated soaks with some
WD-40 before gently snugging a socket onto the bolts. The bolts released
a treat. Only the header pipe to muffler joint refused to budge.
More WD-40 there, then the odd gentle persuasion with mallet and drift.
No dice. Then a gentle tug on the muffler. Then something gave. Only it
wasn’t the joint, instead the muffler fractured where it’s welded to the
pipe – damn!
So the airbox is being cleaned in-situ. I’m still pondering whether there’s
enough solid metal to make a weld repair on the muffler, or whether I
bodge some liquid metal over it or be really brave and buy a new exhaust
(another two-months budget)…
A new foam filter is just a few bob, so I ordered one of those up.
The exhaust broke right
where that big crack is...
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5: IT GRINDS
Attempting to remove the exhaust
required the removal of the rear
wheel. No big job and I was pleased
to find the axle was still well-greased,
so everything came apart nicely.
Only the bearings feels a mite gritty.
There’s no play – at the moment –
but I suspect they’re a bit dry and
being sealed I think we’re talking
replacement. That is after I’ve found
a way past the locking arrangement
on the sprocket side of the hub –
looks like a special tool is needed.
However, after a chat with Andy our
designer I tried gently tapping it
round with a drift, and voila it came
loose, and with minimal damage to
the locking collar.
6: IT RESISTS
So far attempts to clean the engine
have come been a little futile. Neither
petrol nor degreaser have shifted the
years of baked-on dirt that sticks so
resolutely to every fin and in every
crevice. Using plenty of elbow grease
and a stiff-ish brush it’s getting it a
wee bit cleaner, but I need a magic
potion to dissolve this crud otherwise
I’ll be here until eternity.
Left: Don’t worry, there were
four bolts holding the sprocket
on... I just haven’t persuaded
the other three out yet...
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7: IT’S NOT ALL BAD
The wheels are looking pretty good,
all things considered. Metal polish
rubbed on with old T-shirts is bringing
the spokes and rims back to life. The
spokes don’t exactly sparkle but in
places they’re shining again and
there’s no rust – I’ll take that as a win.
The rims look sound as well and while
they have a few scratches they’ll
actually be just fine (I’ve seen so
much worse). Even the hubs look
pretty good, a simple rub with WD-40
has brought the rear up quite nicely.

The brakes are okay, they kind
of work in that not-at-all drumbrake way, but I have two sets
of new OEM shoes (that came
with the bike) that could be
pushed into service if needs be.
The tyres will have to be
pensioned off (binned), they’re
cracked and weirdly shiny in
places (about the only things
that did shine on this bike). Not
sure what I’ll replace them with
as yet, something with a bit of
grip would be nice.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
So there’s a long-long way to go. I’m
expecting a delivery of parts from Trail &
Trial UK any day now, so I’ll be replacing
the chain and sprockets and sorting the
carb (not looking forward to sorting the
drain screw). Then sort the tyres and
brakes, and change the engine oil again.
Fingers crossed the clutch plates don’t
slip – the clutch engaged and disengaged
just fine when I checked with the engine
running – but I didn’t ride-test it…

Above: Fork stanchions
should clean up with
some elbow grease...
This pic: Pretty
it ain’t...

Then fix the exhaust (ahem) and
see if all that’s enough to get the
old TLR fit enough for a first trial.
Then once it’s rolling again I’ll
re-assess the rest. It would be
nice to make it look cosmetically
cleaner, not a show pony but
smart enough. And still, I’ll have
to consider whether it’s worth a
complete strip and repaint for the
frame and swingarm. Oh, and do I
ditch the handguards!?
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